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Apparatus:

Objectives: 

Solar Cells

Solar 

Cell

DC Motor

( 7 )

�e student will use the Solar Cells to produce electricity.1. 

�e student will investigate the factors that affect Solar Cells efficiency.2. 

�e student will learn how to connect Solar Panels in Series and Parallel. 3. 

�e student will be able to measure the output voltage and the current of 4. 

Solar Panels in Series and Parallel.

Basics Board
Two Solar Panels

LED
DMM

Jumpers 
Fan

Electric Motor

Procedure and Conclusions:

1. Insert one of the two Solar Panels at pair ( J) in a way that its positive terminal 

will be towards point (12).

2. Set the DMM to the DVC mode (range 20V); insert the DMM probes 

at points (1) and (12) to measure the Solar Panel voltage. Expose the Solar 

Panel to the sunlight.

3. Shade the Solar Panel and watch the DMM reading.

4. Adjust the angle of inclination of the Solar Panel so that the sun light 

vertically falls against the front face of the Solar Panel; watch the change 
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in the DMM reading.

its output voltage 

5. Complete the electric circuit by inserting the electric motor at pair (M) and 

jumpers at pairs (A, N, H, I). Expose the solar panel to the sun and watch 

the rotation of the electric motor; if the sunlight is insufficient you might 

give the fan a little push.

6. Change the angle of inclination of the Solar Panel and see how this affects 

the rotation speed of the electric motor.

the electric motor 

Connecting Solar Panels in Series:

7. Insert other Solar Panel at pair (I) instead of the jumper, in a way that its 

positive terminal will be towards point (11). Expose the Solar Panels to the 

sunlight and see the effect on the rotation speed of the electric motor.

be connected to the terminal of the next panel.

electric motor 

8. Insert a LED at pair (M) instead of the electric motor, in a way that the 

positive terminal of the LED will be towards point (9); see if the LED 

lights.

9. Remove the LED from pair (M), insert the DMM probes in the points (3) 
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and (9), expose the solar panels to the sunlight, measure the output voltage 

of the two panels and compare the result with the output voltage of one 

panel that you got in step 2

10. Set the DMM mode to the AVC (range 200m), insert the DMM probes 

at the points (3) and (9), expose the solar panels to the sun and measure the 

current produced by the two Solar Panels.

Connecting Solar Panels in Parallel:

Notes:
By connecting more solar panels in series we increase the 
output voltage.

11. Keep the solar panel at pair ( J) in its place; insert the second solar panel 

at pair (N) in a way that its positive terminal will be towards point (14).

12. Set the DMM to the DVC mode  (range 20V), insert the DMM probes 

at points (1) and (11); expose the Solar Panel to the sunlight and measure 

the Solar Panel voltage. 

13. Set the DMM mode to the AVC (range 200m), insert the DMM probes 

at pair (H) instead of the jumper, measure the current produced by the two 

Solar Panels.
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Discussion

Discuss the advantage of connecting solar panels in series?1. 

Discuss the advantage of connecting solar panels in parallel?2. 

Discuss the energy transformation in the solar cell?3. 

Discuss the several types of the solar panels?4. 

�ink of some examples where we use solar energy in our daily life.5. 

Notes:

By connecting more solar panels in parallel we increase 
the current value.

A House powered by Solar Energy


